
polygraph  
 
we used to have a name for truth 
and nothing but the. but we’d swear 
& testify under oath, 
an alibi that put us anywhere 
foreign to both 
location and voir dire. 
 
it served to mitigate what 
might otherwise deprive 
dissimulators of their game, 
to let them bask in the same sun 
who worship it to go brown, 
if only for a season. 
 
we’ve lately slithered beneath 
a nomenclature of despair 
seeing a victor’s wreath 
adorning a weird hair- 
cut who kisses up to a moax 
tonsorially    even weirder. 
 
any country with such 
ingenuous elision 
of documented facts 
can’t cover its ass 
with insults & jokes. 
we need to tell hoax from hoax. 
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shortly 
 
because it cannot be caught in a net 
I wrote at the end of my first poem, 
about kindness, for my high school 
publication. now for the editorial: 
 
history, notorious for repeats, swings 
the other way. now thought moans, 
Gargantua and Pantagruel distraught. 
the worst angels get the best wings.  
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above the law 
 
will a creationist use the rare 
mutation defense 
to tortoise precedent  
when everyone bets on the hare? 
 
everyone knows what everyone saw, 
but the finish line went rogue 
as later analysis showed, 
& experts blamed a flaw 
 
too late to correct. 
the statute of limitation 
recently expired. had the gun 
lost its smoke? check. 
 
what came first: egg or chicken? 
tortoise or hare? 
does anyone care 
once the barn door’s open? 
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never the twain 
 
the crime 
may deny the rhyme  
every time 
 
but the criminal 
remains subliminal 
only until 
 
evidence shows 
what everyone knows 
fingers our foes 
 
after who doubted 
those who shouted 
lies repeatedly said 
 
to excuse 
the inveterate ruse 
by who’s whose 
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jigsaw puzzles 
 
 
if the piece don’t fit, flip it.   
it’ll fit somewhere. it’s all sky  
anyway, with one gray cloud   
shaped like a swastika.   
it’ll fit. but where?    
 
there’s a place prepared   
for such regalia,    
its denizens proud    
as flesh is white,     
white as Marley’s spirit,   
 
its gray gray as a Confederate’s.   
one blue piece, left over, doesn’t quite  
fit. should it be allowed    
the status of a failure,     
box seat to a nightmare?    
  
the puzzles we share     
repel & allure,      
unite & splinter the maddening crowd  
yearning for silent respite of night,   
yet daily dissatisfied with it.    
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solace 
 
 
dreams keep me sane. 
the search for a scheduled room, 
 
the struggle to snuggle 
with an elusive babe 
younger than my former self. 
 
always a best man, never a groom. 
the impromptu segue 
to a connect the dots cartoon. 
 
dreams give me hope. 
I forget most of them. 
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